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Abstract
This paper investigates intonational strategies for backchanneling in Bari Italian task-oriented dialogues. Results show that whilst giving feedback, listeners indicate their intention to take the floor or not by using a falling or rising intonation contour respectively. However, this general tendency can be reversed if added paralinguistic meanings are conveyed.
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Introduction
The crucial role played by “acknowledge tokens” or “continuers” (Schegloff 1982, Jefferson 1983) in verbal communication is widely recognised. These include lexical and non-lexical tokens (like ‘yes’, ‘yeah’, ‘mm’, ‘uh uh’, ect) which can be used for backchanneling, i.e. for signalling that the listener is attending to the speaker and prompting her/him to go on. Past research work on a number of languages has preliminary ascertained that continuers are generally characterised by a rising contour as opposed, for example, to yes-reply tokens which normally have a falling F0 shape (for example Jurafky et al 1998, Caspers 2000, Cerrato and D’Imperio 2003, Benus et al 2007). The aim of this study is to contribute to investigating the role of prosody in the pragmatic interpretation of backchanneling in Italian.

Materials and method
Analysed speech data consist of 5 Bari Italian dialogues elicited with a modified version of the Map Task methodology (Carletta et al. 1997), in that participants were not informed about discrepancies between the two maps (how this feature plays a role in speakers’ intonational strategies of backchanneling is discussed later). Dialogues were pragmatically analysed using both orthographic transcriptions and audio files. All “acknowledge” and “positive reply” tokens realised with ‘sì’ (yes), ‘mm’, ‘eh’, and ‘okay’ were selected and intonationally analysed with Praat. For the pragmatic annotation of backchannels, an additional criterion with respect to the broad category of “Acknowledge” move proposed in the Map Task coding scheme (Carletta et al. 1997) was adopted, in which turn-taking dynamics was taken into account. Following Jurafky et al. (1998) work (inspired by theoretical assumptions in Jefferson 1983), we distinguished continuers reflecting
“Passive Recipience” (henceforth PR), i.e. those acknowledging the other speaker still holds the turn, from continuers signalling “Incipient Speakership” (henceforth IS), i.e. indicating the intention of taking the floor. Decisions on whether an acknowledge token was to be classified as an example of PR or IS were based on whether or not a change of speaker was involved immediately after the token. In order to avoid possible circularity in the pragmatic interpretation of backchannels, our initial analysis relied on this one criterion. This constitutes a sort of “bottom-up” approach, where a finer pragmatic distinction of backchanneling sub-categories can be derived a posteriori by combining analysis of prosody and of communicative context. In order to compare the intonational realisations of backchannels with the same token types used as positive replies, we also analysed all target tokens in “Reply-Y” moves, i.e. positive replies to any yes-no questions as realised in “Query-YN”, “Check” and “Align” moves (Grice & Savino 2003).

Results
Continuers marking PR are mainly realised with the lexical token ‘sì’, followed by ‘mm’ and ‘okay’ (Figure 2, left panel). These continuers are intonationally characterised predominantly by a rising pitch, where a wide range of contour choices is available: rise, fall-rise, “stylised rise”, and also high rise. The most widespread F0 pattern is the falling-rising (Figure 2, right panel): in the dialogues, this is typically used by Instruction Followers (IFs) for conveying not only understanding and agreement about the instructions being received, but also for signalling they are compatible with the presence and position of landmarks on her/his map, i.e. for confirming the current status of shared background knowledge. The stylised rise is only found in ‘mm’ tokens, and in such cases they are produced as bisyllabic, as also observed in English backchannels (Ward 2004). The stylised rise is realised as a pitch step-up from the first to the second syllable, where the pitch excursion is not wide. Examples of these 3 contour types in ‘mm’ are shown in Figure 1. A number of high rising contours are also found, typically used by IFs for conveying her/his understanding and agreement that the end of a (sub)set of instructions for completing a (sub)task is approaching. This contour has already been described in Bari Italian for signalling pre-finality (i.e. marking the antepenultimate item in a sequence) and phonologically analysed with H*H-H% (Savino 2001;2004). Even though backchannels marking PR are generally characterised by a high pitch, we found a large number of these continuers as realised with a falling (or sometimes flat) F0 contour instead. This pattern is usually encountered in the dialogues where participants have not discovered yet that the two maps are different, and it is typically produced by IFs when receiving instructions for drawing the route.
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which are not compatible with presence and position of landmarks on her/his own map. Interestingly, even though the use of backchannels normally implies signalling understanding and agreement, in these cases a falling contour seems to convey disagreement (or uncertainty) about what is assumed by the interlocutor to be the currently shared background knowledge.
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Figure 1. Intonational realisations of ‘mm’ continuers marking PR produced by the same speaker: rising (left), falling-rising (middle), stylised rise (right). In the second case the token is realised as bimoraic, in the third as bysillabic.
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Figure 2. Distribution of token types (left) and F0 contour types (right) as a function of 4 pragmatic classes (acknowledge_Passive-Recipiency, acknowledge_Incipient-Speakership, yes-reply, yes-reply+acknowledge).

Moreover, among backchannels with falling/flat contour, a wide range of phonetic variation (in terms of pitch slope, amplitude, voice quality, duration) is observed (discussion of these cases is not possible here for lack of space). Acknowledge tokens marking IS (i.e. those involving a change of speaker) have predominantly a falling contour, or a “stylised fall” (Figure 2, right panel). Therefore, the intention of taking the floor or not in backchanneling is conveyed intonationally by using a falling vs a rising contour. In general, acknowledge tokens marking IS are not distinguishable from the corresponding tokens used in yes-replies (Figure 2, right panel), as they both share the same F0 contour. However, especially in positive
answers, there was a great deal of phonetic variation conveying added paralinguistic meanings like surprise, involvement or uncertainty. There was also a number of cases involving a “mixed” pragmatic strategy for conveying yes-anwering and backchanneling simultaneously. Here, tokens produced for replying to yes-no questions are intonationally realised with the same contours typically used in continuers marking PR, namely fall-rise, rise or stylised rise (Figure 2, right panel).

Conclusions
This paper presents an investigation on intonational strategies for backchanneling in Bari Italian task-oriented dialogues. Results show that whilst giving feedback, listeners indicate their intention to take the floor or not by using a falling or rising intonation contour. However, this general tendency can be reversed if added paralinguistic meanings are conveyed.
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